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Highlights
• We propose an intelligent wake-up scheme for information fusion in wire-
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• We propose a node importance based information fusion scheme.
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• We conduct extensive experiments using the real world data set.
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Abstract

Effective energy control while maintaining reliable monitoring performance becomes a key issue in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) based surveillance applications. While importance difference of surveillance zone, limited energy and

M

dynamic network topology pose great challenges to surveillance performance. It
is necessary to adjust sensor nodes awakening frequency dynamically for information fusion. Thus an energy-aware scheduling with quality guarantee method

ED

named ESQG is proposed in this paper which considers sensor nodes residual energy, different importance degrees of the surveillance zone and network topology
comprehensively. It first uses a Voronoi diagram to determine the effective scope

PT

of each sensor node and then calculates node importance according to its residual energy and the importance degree of the effective scope. Then ESQG utilizes

CE

the importance of individual sensing scope and current forwarding costs to further compute node importance and awakening frequency for information fusion.
In this way, ESQG can dynamically adapts each nodes awakening frequency to

AC

its dynamic network topology and importance degree of each individual sensing scope. The nodes are then turned on stochasticlly via the node awakening
probability and node importance based information fusion is conducted for tar∗ Corresponding
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get detection. Besides, an adaptive process of perception factor C is proposed
to match actual situation, and automatically change according to the detected
data. Experiments results demonstrate that the proposed method ESQG can
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T

reduce the number of awakening nodes to a large extent while maintaining high
reliability via information fusion.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Network topology, Detection
Efficiency, Voronoi Diagram
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of integrated circuits, digital signal processing
and low-range radio electronics, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have received
great attention for wide application potentials. WSN based applications enlarge
5

human capabilities to remotely interact with the physical world. These applications include battlefield surveillance [1], target tracking [2], home appliances

M

and inventory tracking in which information fusion [3] is needed. For example,
in the monitoring of Blue-green Algae Bloom on Lake Tai [4], its physical information (eg., water temperature, water color) can be obtained to predict biological growth and potential ecological disasters via information fusion. However,

ED

10

WSN enjoys some unique characteristics such as limited energy supply. That

PT

is because sensor node has a finite energy reserve supplied by a battery and is
often unfeasible to recharge the battery, effective energy control while maintaining reliable detection performance is key problem to wireless sensor networks
surveillance.

CE

15

Thus minimizing energy consumption while maintaining system performance

AC

via information fusion remains a high priority in designing wireless sensor networks. To prolong the lifespan of a network, sensor nodes are often scheduled
to sleep dynamically. While adjacent nodes share common sensing tasks, which

20

implies that not all sensor nodes are required to perform the sensing task in
the whole system lifetime. That is to say, as long as there are enough working
nodes, the function of the whole system will not be affected by some sleeping

3
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nodes. Therefore, if the sensors can be well scheduled, the system lifetime can
be prolonged correspondingly; i.e. the system lifetime is prolonged by exploiting
25

redundancy [5]. In order to increase the node energy utilization and lengthen
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the lifetime of the wireless sensor network (WSN), a novel clustering node sleep
scheduling algorithm based on information fusion is proposed in [6]. But these

works mentioned above does not consider providing differentiated surveillance

services for different importance degree areas while maintaining high enough
30

detection probability to targets. All of them do not consider link fluctuations

and other network dynamics. What is more, sleep scheduling mechanism is

AN
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the most widely used technique for efficiently managing network energy consumption. The author of [7] provides a survey on energy-efficient scheduling
mechanisms in wireless sensor networks that has different network architecture
35

than the traditional wireless sensor networks. However, although much more
energy can be saved by reducing the working time of sensor module [8], duty
cycling usually wastes energy due to unnecessary wakeups, and low-power radios

M

are used to awake a node only when it needs to receive or transmit packets while
a power-hungry radio is used for data transmission and information fusion.
As for dynamic network topology, it is still a challenge from the real-world

ED

40

perspective where latency and network lifetime are major concerns. In that
light, ORW is the first protocol to effectively employ opportunistic routing in

PT

wireless sensor networks [9]. ORW shows that compared to traditional routing
schemes opportunistic forwarding decisions can significantly improve data collection performance in asynchronously duty-cycled networks in terms of end-to-

CE

45

end packet latency and energy efficiency, while being more resilient to topology
changes. Despite the many benefits over traditional routing schemes, existing

AC

opportunistic routing protocols run on top of duty-cycled link layers where all
nodes have the same wake-up frequency. As a result, all nodes have the same

50

forwarding costs with regard to latency and energy usage. But nodes play
different roles. The closer a node is to the sink, the more packets it has to
forward, and hence, the lower its forwarding costs should be. The awakening
frequencies should match the role of each node. This is indeed the idea of var4
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ious adaptive, duty-cycled link layers. However, those targeting opportunistic
55

data collection protocols have only been studied analytically [10], thus lacking
validation against the real-world dynamics of low power wireless, or have been
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designed for static networks and traditional tree-based routing schemes on top
of the unicast primitive [11]. While [12] presents Staffetta, the first practical

duty-cycle adaptation scheme for opportunistic low-power wireless protocols. It
60

can dynamically adapts each node’s wake-up frequency to its current forwarding

cost, so nodes closer to the sink become more active than nodes farther away.
In this way, Staffetta biases the forwarding choices toward the sink as the neigh-
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bor waking up first is also likely to offer high routing progress. However, they

also do not consider the difference among the surveillance zone which has great
65

impact on the energy efficiency.

In this work, ESQG (Energy-aware Scheduling with Quality Guarantee)
scheme via information fusion is presented, which is an extension of our previous conference paper[13]. In ESQG, every node has a local decision on whether

70

M

it needs to be turned on or off by dynamic calculation of its importance degree, residual energy and forwarding costs in WSNs. This design is driven by

ED

the following requirements: 1) the self-configuration is mandated because it
is inconvenient and impossible to manually configure sensor nodes when they
have been deployed in hostile or remote working environments; 2) the design

75

PT

should be fully distributed and localized; 3) differentiated surveillance services
for different importance zone is necessary while maintaining high performance;

CE

4) current algorithm lacks validation against the real-world dynamics of low
power wireless, or have been designed for static networks.

AC

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

80

1. We propose a Voronoi diagram based method to qualify the importance
degree of individual sensing scope, which utilize the difference of surveillance efficiency, effective scope and node residual energy comprehensively.
It can provide guideline to conduct intelligent awakening for information
fusion in sensor network based surveillance. Besides, an adaptive process

5
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of perception factor C is proposed to match actual situation, and automatically change via the detected data.

85

2. We propose a intelligent awakening scheme for efficiency scheduling and in-
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formation fusion to obtain the balance between surveillance performance
and energy efficiency via considering both the importance of individual
sensing scope and dynamic network topology. In this way, ESQG can dy-

namically adapts each nodes wake-up frequency to its current forwarding

90

cost and importance of individual sensing scope.

3. Node importance based information fusion is proposed for target detec-

AN
US

tion. The sensor node with the most importance in the cluster is fusion

node. Each fusion node makes a final decision at each sample interval
according to each member nodes importance. In this way, the information

95

fusion performance can be improved efficiently to maintain high reliability
while obtaining energy balance.

M

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works and an overview
will be introduced in Section 2 and 3 respectively. Section 4 presents voronoi
100

diagram based node importance degree computing method. Forwarding costs

ED

based node importance computing is introduced in Sections 5. The details of
ESQG are discussed in Sections 6 and 7. Simulation results are presented and

PT

discussed in Section 8. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 9.

CE

2. Related work

In order to minimize energy consumption while maintaining system perfor-

105

mance in WSNs, information fusion and sleep/wake-up schemes are necessary.

AC

Information fusion aims to improve surveillance performance and sleep/wake-up
schemes aim to adapt node activity to save energy by putting the radio in sleep
mode.

110

Multi-sensor information fusion technology is an emerging technology, which

is the foundation of intelligent control. Based on the fact that individual sensor
nodes are not reliable and subject to failure and single sensing readings can be
6
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easily distorted by background noise and cause false alarms, it is simply not sufficient to rely on a single sensor to safeguard a critical area. In this case, through
115

information fusion, it desires to provide higher degree of coverage in which mul-
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tiple sensors monitor the same location at the same time in order to obtain high
confidence in detection. The authors of paper [14] introduced the definition

of multi-sensor information fusion technology from bionic, mathematic and en-

gineering aspects respectively. A reputation-driven information fusion method
120

is proposed in [15], which considered the values of the readings collected by

the sensor nodes and eliminate the outliers before fusing information. The au-
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thors of [16] provided a comprehensive status of recent and current research on
context-based Information Fusion systems, tracing back the roots of the original
thinking behind the development of the concept of context. Information fusion
125

is the field charged with researching efficient methods for transforming information from different sources into a single coherent representation, and therefore
can be used to guide fusion processes in opinion mining.The authors of [17]

M

present a survey on information fusion applied to opinion mining. An innovative distributed architecture is proposed in [18], which encompassed intelligent
sensor nodes, self-configuring real-time communication networks, and a suitable

ED

130

sensor and information fusion system for condition monitoring. Leveraging previous results in the field of cognitive wireless networking, the authors of [19]

PT

derive proper decision and fusion strategies. System performance is analyzed
in terms of False Alarm/Correct Detection probabilities and energy consumption, quantifying inherent tradeoffs between these performance indicators. A

CE

135

mobile robot positioning method based on multi-sensor information fusion [20]
is proposed in this Article to improve the accuracy of mobile robot positioning

AC

method. A multi-sensor conflict measure [21] is proposed which estimates multisensor conflict by representing each sensor output as interval-valued information

140

and examines the sensor output overlaps on all possible n-tuple sensor combinations. Besides, a sensor fusion algorithm is proposed based on a weighted sum
of sensor outputs, where the weights for each sensor diminish as the conflict
measure increases. In order to meet user sensing accuracy requirements and ob7
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tain energy balance among sensors, [22] propose a collaborative sensor selection
145

method named CSdT. Based on sensor-target distance and sensor correlation,
CSdT scheme clusters right sensors in a distributed way for information fusion.

of coverage are applied in some non-critical areas.

CR
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T

However, these methods will be too energy-consuming if the same high degrees

Duty cycling schemes, passive wake up radios and topology control are usu150

ally used to sleep/wakeup sensor nodes. Duty cycling schemes [23] schedule the

node radio state depending on network activity in order to minimize idle listening and favor the sleep mode. Some work has been done to adapt the active

AN
US

period of nodes online in order to optimize power consumption in function of
the traffic load, buffer overflows, delay requirements or harvested energy [24].
155

But fixing parameters like listen and sleep periods, preamble length and slot
time is a tricky issue because it influences network performance. The authors
of [25] proposed an average consensus-based distributed algorithm (ACDA) to
distributively schedule the work modes of all sensors using only local informa-

160

M

tion. Unlike most existing studies that use the duty cycling technique, which
incurs a trade-off between packet delivery delay and energy saving, [26] did not

ED

use duty cycling, avoids such a trade-off. A trade-off between node density and
sleep/active nodes are established in [27] which can save energy because at the
time of sleep nodes not communicating with any cluster member and head and

165

PT

energy required for the communication is saved. The authors of [28] can get an
accurate redundancy degree of one sensor node and adopt fuzzy logic to inte-

CE

grate the redundancy degree, reliability and energy to get a sleep factor. Based
on the sleep factor, it furthermore proposes the sleep mechanism. In [29], the
sensor nodes are organized into clusters. The sensor nodes in each cluster set

AC

their states into sleep/active mode based on their residual energies. However,

170

duty cycling usually wastes energy due to unnecessary wakeups, low-power radios are used to awake a node only when it needs to receive or transmit packets
while a power-hungry radio is used for data transmission. When sensors are
redundantly deployed in order to ensure good space coverage, it is possible to
deactivate some nodes while maintaining network operations and connectivity.
8
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175

These solutions treat different surveillance zones with the same importance.
What is more, in most scenarios such as battlefields, some geographic sections
such as the general command center are much more security-sensitive.
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Topology control protocols exploit redundancy to dynamically adapt network topology based on applications needs in order to minimize the number of
180

active nodes. Indeed, nodes that are not necessary for ensuring connectivity or

coverage can be turned off in order to prolong the network lifetime. In a recent

work, the authors of [30] proposed a distributed battery recovery effect aware
connected dominating set constructing algorithm for wireless sensor networks.

185
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In this algorithm, each network node periodically decides to join the connected
dominating set or not. Nodes that have slept in the preceding round have priority to join the connected dominating set in the current round while nodes that
have worked in the preceding round are encouraged to take sleep in the current
round for battery recovery. Staffetta is proposed in [12] which can dynamically
adapt each node’s wake-up frequency to its current forwarding cost, so nodes
closer to the sink become more active than nodes farther away. However, these

M

190

works mentioned above does not consider providing differentiated surveillance

ED

services for different importance degree areas while maintaining high enough
detection probability to targets.

PT

3. System overview

In this paper, ”Importance Degree”, ”Effective Scope”,”Residual Energy”

195

CE

and ”Network Topology” are introduced into ESQG as shown in Fig. 1. In this
way, the importance of individual sensing scope is quantified and forwarding
costs such as forwarding delay and energy usage are considered. Thus each nodes

AC

awakening frequency is obtained and the waken-up probability is decided by

200

quantified value. Bigger such value will be assigned a larger wake-up probability
for information fusion. At the same time, the node importance can also obtained
via such quantified value. Thus the wake-up sensor nodes (active nodes) are
utilized to form sensor node clusters and node importance based information

9
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Figure 1: System overview

fusion can be conducted for target detection. Besides, an adaptive process of
205

perception factor C is proposed to match actual situation, and automatically

M

change according to the detected data. The dynamic change of C value can
well avoid mistakes due to human factors, adapt to the effects of environmental

ED

changes, and response timely. In this way, the number of working nodes is
reduced while surveillance performance is kept via information fusion and more
210

energy is saved.

PT

Voronoi diagram based node importance computing. The surveillance zone is first divided into a lot of discrete grids and each grids surveillance

CE

efficiency is computed via its impact factor. Then we compute the Voronoi
region of sensor node according to Voronoi diagram and a mapping from 2-D

215

dimension region to voronoi region is obtained. Finally, the importance of sen-

AC

sor node is computed by surveillance efficiency, voronoi region and node residual
energy.
Forwarding costs based node importance computing. As for dynamic

network topology, we initially adjusts the wake-up frequency of nodes to their

220

current forwarding costs. Under such circumstance, an activity gradient is created. The sensor nodes closer to the sink wake up more often and are more
10
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Table 1: Parameter Meanings

CR
IP
T

Parameter meanings
Number of the sensor nodes
The n-th sensor node
Sensor nodes set
Voronoi Diagram
The number of forwards
The forwarding delay of the sensor node ni
Transmission time
Rendezvous time of the node ni
maximum duty cycle
Waking frequency of the sensor node ni
The importance of the node ni
Weight balance parameter

AN
US

Symbol
N
n
Ω
Ξ(Ω)
m
Λ(ni )
~
Λ(γ, ni )
=
f (ni )
ϕ(ni )
α, β

important than those farther away. When a desired network lifetime is given,
the maximum fraction of time about the radio’s status of each sensor node is
decided by such maximum duty cycle. The node importance within the energy
225

budget is caculated.

M

Intelligent wake-up scheme for information fusion. We propose a
intelligent wake-up scheme to obtain the balance between surveillance perfor-

ED

mance and energy efficiency via considering both the importance degree of individual sensing scope and current forwarding costs. In this way, ESQG can
230

dynamically adapts each nodes wake-up frequency to its current forwarding

PT

cost and importance of the sensor node for information fusion.
Node importance based Information fusion. Node importance based

CE

information fusion is proposed for target detection and the nodes importance is
computed by the importance of individual sensing scope and dynamic network

235

topology. In particular, the sensor cluster is first formed via a simple homoge-

AC

neous model. The sensor node with the most importance in one circular area is
the fusion node and all the other sensor nodes in its circular area are member
nodes. Then the member sensor nodes make local decision and each fusion node
makes a final decision according to each member nodesimportance.

11
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240

4. Voronoi diagram based node importance computing
4.1. Importance Degree
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In blue-green algae surveillance, the green algae outbreak possibility differs in
different water areas based on previous experience. There are many influencing
factors, such as water temperature, weather conditions, and even geological
245

terrain. Correspondingly, in order to assure timely outbreak prediction, more
sensing resource should be allocated to water area wiht a high possibility of
green algae outbreak .

AN
US

In this paper, we divided the surveillance zone into a lot of discrete grids
with their own impact factors. The importance degree of a grid is defined as
250

the frequency of targets appearing in the grid, which is similar to [31]. We
can get the grid’s importance degree via a priori information. Besides, we
also introduce the adaptive process of important degree to adjust the deviation,
which is aroused by environment changes and wrong prior information. Different

255

M

importance of the grids in the surveillance zone can be directly displayed by their
different importance degrees. The higher the importance degree is, the higher

ED

the frequency targets appear, and the more importance the grid is. Consider
the case where the surveillance zone D is a 2-Dimension region, then it can
be divided into m × n grids D = {gij }m×n and an importance degree matrix is
260

PT

defined as A = [aij ]m×n , with aij representing the importance degree of grid gij .
We assume that each grid is sensed with an exponentially distributed duration
and it is generated via a probability density function ζ ij (t) = aij e−aij t , where

CE

aij is the importance degree of the grid, t means the time duration and is set
according to mission requirements. Next, in order to compute node importance,

AC

we need to introduce an definition about surveillance efficiency.
Surveillance efficiency: ℘ij (t), i and j represents a two-dimensional number

of the grids, t represents the time scale. The surveillance efficiency concept
can be understood like this: after the sensor detects a grid, the grid can be
considered as fully understood; it goes down to zero. However, as time flows,
the understanding of grids becomes more and more indistinct, while the surveil-

12
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lance efficiency increases until it returns back to zero. The higher the degree of
importance of grid is, the more rapidly the detecting efficiency increases. The
rate and accuracy of surveillance also get a corresponding increase. Then the

℘ij (t) = 1 − e−aij [1 − ℘ij (t − 1)]

CR
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T

surveillance efficiency function of grid gij at time t is computed by Eq. 1.
(1)

According to Eq. 1, at time t within a certain range, the larger aij is, the

265

larger the value of ℘ij (t) is.

AN
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4.2. Node importance computing

First of all, the Voronoi diagram is utilized to define the effective scope
of the sensor nodes. Suppose that Ω = {n1 , n2 , ..., nN } is an aggregation of
points in a two-dimensional Euclidean plane and these points are called sites.
Because Voronoi diagram can decompose the space into regions around each
site, the points in the grids around ni are closer to ni than any other point in Ω.

M

According to [32], the Voronoi region Ξ(ni ) for ni can be described as follows.
(2)

ED

Ξ(ni ) = {x : d(ni , x) ≤ d(nj , x), ∀j 6= i}

where Ξ(ni ) contains all points that are closer to the node ni than any other
site. The aggregation of all sites form the Voronoi Diagram Ξ(Ω). If there are
denser sensor nodes in D, the Voronoi region acreage will be smaller because of

PT

270

large overlapped proportion.

CE

In the paper, S-MAC protocol [33] is utilized for WSN communication. In
this protocol, there includes two phases in each operation period (named Round)
for sensor nodes. In the first phase, the node decides whether it should be
awake or not stochastically via awakening probability. If it chooses awakening

AC
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state, it will conduct detection or do some simple computation. Otherwise, it
will just turn off to save energy. In the second phase, the sensor nodes make
communication with their neighbors via receiving or sending information. The

13
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Algorithm 1 2D-Voronoi mapping algorithm
Input: surveillance zone D, sensor nodes Ω = {n1 , n2 , ..., nN }

Output: Surveillance efficiency function ℘ij (t) and a mapping from 2-D dimension region to voronoi region Ξ(ni ) → Γ(ni )
1:

Surveillance zone is divided into m × n grids D = {gij }m×n and an imporimportance degree of grid gij .

2:
3:
4:

for i = 1 to m do
for j = 1 to n do

The grid is sensed with an exponential distributed at time t computed
by ℘ij (t) = aij e−aij t

Compute surveillance efficiency of grid gij at time t: ℘ij (t) = 1 −

M

5:

AN
US

tance degree matrix is defined as A = [aij ]m×n , with aij representing the

e−aij [1 − ℘ij (t − 1)]

end for

ED

6:
7:

end for

8:

for k = 1 to N do

Compute the voronoi region of sensor node k : Ξ(ni ) = {x : d(ni , x) ≤

PT

9:

d(nj , x), ∀j 6= i}

end for

11:

for k = 1 to N do

CE

10:

12:

AC

13:
14:

A mapping from Ξ(ni ) to Γ(ni ) is computed by {gij : gij ∈ Ξ(ni )}

end for

return ℘ij (t) and Ξ(ni ) → Γ(ni )

14
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sensor detection model can be defined as follows.

280



1

{x : d(x, ni ) ≤ r, ∀x ∈ D}

0

{x : d(x, ni ) > r, ∀x ∈ D}

(3)
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M (x, ni ) =

where d(x, ni ) means the distance between node ni and geographical location
point x.

Suppose there are sensor nodes Ω = (n1 , n2 , ..., nN ) and the Voronoi Diagram
is Ξ(Ω) = {Ξ(n1 ), Ξ(n2 ), ..., Ξ(nN )} where Ξ(ni ) is the Voronoi region satisfying
Eq. 2. Then a mapping from Ξ(ni ) to Γ(ni ) can be described as the following

AN
US

formula.
Γ(ni ) = {gij : gij ∈ Ξ(ni )}

(4)

As shown in algorithm 1, the weight of the Voronoi region Ξ(ni ) at time t
ij
ω(n, t) is defined as the sum of ℘ij
x (t) in the region D. Given ℘x (t) and Γ(ni ),

ω(ni , t) can be calculated by the following formula.

M

ω(ni , t) =

X

℘ij (t)

(5)

gij ∈Ξ(ni )

where ω(ni , t) means the total amount of probability of the grids to be sensed.

ED

From Eq.(5), we can get the conclusion that numerous grids and high probability
result in the large weight ω. Thus large ω(ni , t) may indicate an urgent detection

PT

task on the node ni . Then the importance degree of the effective scope may be
computed via ω(ni , t). Consequently, we construct the calculation about node

CE

importance as follows.
η(ni , t) = min{C × ω(ni , t) × N/Φ, 1}

(6)

AC

where N is the amount of sensor nodes in D, and Φ is the total amount of each
grids max containing in D that can be computed by the following formula.
Φ=

X

max(℘ij (t))

(7)

gij ∈D

Besides, C denotes a variable parameter named perception factor, which
makes the algorithm adaptive. Detailed explanations will be offered in section
15
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8.2.5. The value of C is often selected by experimentation and experience and
285

means the accuracy of the initial value of C, which may be a wrong choice. Thus
we introduce an adaptive process of perception factor C to solve this problem.

C = 10 ×



h
N

4
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C can be computed as follows.

(8)

where h is the detected frequency within a period of t in one simulation,

C ∈ [0, 10]. Obviously, the value of C will increases with the increase of aij .
290

The dynamic change of C value can well avoid mistakes due to human factors,

AN
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adapt to the effects of environmental changes, and response timely.

5. Forwarding costs based node importance computing

In real WSN-based applications, network topology often change dynamically. The sensor node with more forwarding choices often has more resilient
to dynamic network environments. Instead of first making the forwarding deci-

M

295

sion and then waiting for the destination to wake up, opportunistic routing [34]

ED

means nodes forward packets opportunistically to their neighbors that wake first
and provide enough route to the sink node. Therefore, the opportunistic routing
is utilized to schedule the sleep time. Under such circumstance, one sensor node
forwards a packet to its neighbor with respect to some metric, such as lower

PT

300

forwarding delays. When the sensor nodes are closer to the sink node that wake
up more often, rendezvous with nodes closer to the sink becomes more efficient.

CE

The sensor nodes, which wake up more often than those farther away, are closer
to the sink node [12]. In particular, energy budget is first fixted. If the desired
network lifetime is given, it imposes a maximum duty cycle =, 0 < = < 1, that is

AC

305

equal for all the sensor nodes. The maximum fraction of time about the radio’s
status of each sensor node is decided by such maximum duty cycle. Because
the radio of the sensor node is often the most power-hungry component, = can
guarantee the sensor nodes within a fixed energy budget. Then the awakening

310

frequency needs to stay within the energy budget when the node importance
16
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is not considered. Given the forwarding delay Λ(ni , t) of the sensor node ni ,
which is measured by each sensor node at runtime, a sensor node can computes

fno (ni , t) =



∞

=
Λ(ni ,t)

CR
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its awakening frequency [12] without considering node importance as follows.
(if it is the always − on sink)
otherwise

(9)

where Λ(ni ) considers implementation-specific delays, such as packet re315

transmission and channel sensing. If Λ(ni ) changes, the wake-up frequency
of the sensor node will also be renewed. Because the sink node does not duty-

AN
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cycle its radio, its direct neighbors within radio range undergo extremely short
forwarding delays. Such delays equal to ~ analogously. Thus any node adapts
its awakening frequency to fno (n1 ) =
320

node.

=
~

when it is one hop neighbor of the sink

M

6. Intelligent awakening Scheme for information fusion
6.1. Intelligent awakening Scheme

Here we will propose the ESQG scheme (Energy-aware Scheduling with

325

ED

Quality Guarantee) for information fusion. This method calculates node awakening probability according to the different importance degrees of surveillance

PT

grids, residual energy of the sensor node and forwarding costs as shown in algorithm 2. To simplify the problem, we assume that all nodes have the same
sensing range r and communication range.

CE

In order to balance energy, we utilize the importance degree of the effective

scope and the residual energy <(ni , t) to compute the sensor node importance.

AC

Thus the node importance is defined as follows.
ϕ(ni , t) = η(ni , t) × <(ni , t)/<iinit

(10)

where <init is the initialization energy of the node ni at time t, and residual

330

energy of the node ni is normalized by <(ni , t)/<iinit .
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Algorithm 2 ESQG (Energy-aware Scheduling with Quality Guarantee)
1: ℘ij (t) and Γ(ni ) is obtained by the Algorithm 1
2:

for k = 1 to n do

5:

Introduce an adaptive process of perception factor C which can be cal-

AN
US

4:

The weight of Voronoi region Ξ(ni ) at time t is calculated by ω(ni , t) =
P
ij
gij ∈U (ni ) ℘ (t)

3:

Compute the total amount of every grids max containing Φ in surveillance
P
zone D by Φ = gij ∈D max(℘ij (t))

n 4
) , where n is the detected frequency within a
culated by C = 10 × ( N

6:

end for

7:

for k = 1 to N do

The node awakening probability may be calculated by η(ni ) = min{C ×

ED

8:

M

period of t in one simulation, C ∈ [0, 10].

ω(ni ) × N/Φ, 1}

10:

11:

The node importance computed by ϕ(n, t) = η(n, t) × <(ni )/<iinit
Compute node waking frequency by f (ni , t) = α × fno (ni , t) + β × ϕ(ni , t).

PT

9:

The sensor node ni can make a stochastic decision on switching from

CE

sleeping to activity according to f (ni ). The higher the value of is, the
more chance the node has got to be waken.

end for

AC

12:
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Then the dynamic network topology and sensor node importance are considered comprehensively to computed the waking frequency as follows.
(11)
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IP
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f (ni , t) = α × fno (ni , t) + β × ϕ(ni , t)

where α + β = 1. After the node awakening probability f (ni , t) is calculated,
the sensor node can make a stochastic decision on switching from sleeping to
activity accordingly. The higher the value of f (ni , t) is, the more chance the

node has got to be waken. If a target is detected by an active node ni , the nodes
335

around it will be aroused. Otherwise they will return to sleep and set t to 0.

AN
US

While the behavior of a single node (e.g., adjusting the wake-up frequency)
is fairly easy to describe and understand, the emergent behavior of the system
(e.g., the resulting activity gradient) is more complex and difficult to predict.
To gain a further understanding about ESQG’s gradient formation, we make
340

a theoretical analysis. This analysis is not meant to define the assumptions
or guidelines used for the practical implementation of ESQG, but to provide a

M

clean setup for understanding ESQG’s macro properties. A detailed description

ED

of ESQG’s practical implementation is presented in Section 6.2.
6.2. Theoretical analysis

Because two hop neighbors of the sink can observe a higher forwarding delay

345

PT

than its one hop neighbors, their wake-up frequency can be adjusted accordingly.
The process can be further spread accross the whole network, which will bring

CE

two important outcomes similar to [12]. a) end-to-end packet latency is significantly shorter, because it is decided by the sum of forwarding delays on all hops,

350

which can be computed by formula Λ(ni ) = Λ(γ, ni ) + ~. b) duty cycle of the

AC

sensor node is decreased drastically, because less time and energy are spent to
forward packets when the sensor nodes have the highest load. Note that nodes
typically consume less energy than budget. This is because ESQG suppose there
is always a packet to forward and awake frequency can be scheduled. Now one

355

simple model is derived to understand how the gradients shape and steepness
are controlled by the network topology, node importance , and energy budget.
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If the forwarding delay at M hops from the sink is H[Λ(M )] + ~, their activity
gradient can be computed as follows.
=
α × (H[Λ(γ, M )] + ~) + β × ϕ(ni )
=
=
α × (1/(m + 1)f (M − 1, t) + ~) + β × ϕ(ni )

(12)
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f (M, t) ≈

where H[Λ(M )] is the expected value of the rendezvous time Λ(γ, M ). In
360

the model, two assumptions are made: a) There are no collisions or message
re-transmissions; b) all the sensor nodes with the same number of forwarders m.

AN
US

When all potential forwarders have the same wake up frequency f , an expected
value of Λ(M ) can be computed by the following formula according to [35].

H[Λ(γ, ni )] =

1
f (ni , t) × (mni + 1)

(13)

What is more, the formula mentioned above can be further simplified by
365

setting ~ = 0 for all the sensor nodes with M > 1, because there is often

M

Λ(M )  ~ in such environment. Thus the simplified model can be describled

= × (m + 1)f (M − 1, t)
α + β × ϕ(ni , t)
= × (m + 1)M −1 f (n1 , t)
=
α + β × ϕ(ni , t)

ED

as follows.

PT

f (M, t) ≈

(14)

The activity gradient reaches the maximum frequency at one hop neighbors
of the sink and decreases with geometric rate = × (M + 1) similar to [12]. From
the formula Eq. 14, we can show that the energy budget = can be reduced in

CE
370

dense and wide networks when the number of forwarders raises, which does not

AC

affect the resulting activity gradient. Because an upper bound on the maximum energy usage is decided by the energy budget, the network lifetime can be
extended when the energy budget = is reduced.
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375

7. Node importance based information fusion
On the basis of intelligent awakening scheme, the active sensor nodes are used
to form cluster. Thus node importance based information fusion is proposed for
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target detection and the node importance is computed by considering both the

importance of individual sensing scope and dynamic network topology which
380

are discussed in the sec. 4 and sec. 5.
7.1. Sensor cluster formation

In the paper, a simple homogeneous model is utilized to covers a circular area

AN
US

with radius for each cluster [19], where S is the radius of the surveillance area
and Lc is the number of clusters in the surveillance. Note that, in the considered
385

model, there is a slight overlapping among adjacent clusters, which is due to
the assumption of circular clusters. Hence, this model tends to slightly overestimate the average cluster size. Considering the number of nodes belonging
to one cluster ci , we make the assumption of uniform distribution of the nodes

390

M

inside the clusters, i.e., a node belongs to a given cluster with probability

1
Lc .

In each cluster, the fusion node is selected according to the node importance.

ED

In particular, during the cluster formation process, the sensor node with the
highest importance in one circular area is the fusion node and all the other

PT

sensor nodes in its circular area are member nodes.
7.2. Fusion rule

After the sensor node clusters have been formed to join in target detection,

CE

member sensor nodes first make local decision and transmit the local decision
at each sample interval to the information fusion node in each cluster. Then

AC

each fusion node makes a final decision at each sample interval according to
each member nodes importance as shown in Eq. (16).

395

f(ck ) =

X

ni ∈ck

f (ni , t) × z(ni )

(15)

Where ck is the number of k-th cluster in the monitoring area, f(ck ) is the
detection result of the cluster ck , z(ni ) is the local decisions of the member
21
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nodes ni in the cluster ck . According to the discussion in the section 4 and 5, the
dynamic network, residual energy and importance difference of the surveillance
area are considered comprehensively to estimate the node importance (fusion
weight). Thus, the information fusion performance can be improved efficiently
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400

to maintain high reliability while obtaining energy balance.

8. Experimental Analysis

In this section, detailed simulation results are provided to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm ESQG. In particular, the simulation time, energy

saving result, failure time and the parameter choice of perception factor C are
evaluated.
8.1. Simulation Environment

AN
US

405

In the simulation, there is 100×100 blue-green algae surveillance zone, which

410

M

is divided into a lot of discrete grids with 2.5×2.5. 100 sensor nodes are scattered
randomly in the zone, and the location of sensor node can be obtained either via
hardware such as embedded GPS or location algorithms [36]. We also suppose

ED

that the sensor node’s radio communication radius satisfies the critical density
conditions [37] at all times. This indicates the network is always connected.
Thus the desired area to monitor of a sensor node is the polygon defined by
the Voronoi diagram. Besides, we set the energy budget = to 8% and set the

PT

415

sensing range in Eq. 3 to 20. As Fig. 2 shows, because of random configuration

CE

in real surveillance, the sensor nodes are unevenly distributed.
Furthermore, proper importance degrees have been assigned to the discrete

grids before WSN deployment via temperature, weather conditions and geolog-

AC

ical terrain. Thus high important degree are usually assigned to the grid wiht
high outbreak possibility. Because the whole surveillance zone is defined as D,

the sink and different importance degrees of the grids in D are showed in Fig.
3. Besides, the importance locations are also figured as the green pentagram
called G such as a road or a battlefield etc. We assume the sensing task requires

22
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M

Figure 2: The sensor nodes and its Voronoi diagram

CE

Figure 3: The importance location figured as the area with green pentagram

the grids in G to be detected in t1 = 2.5 second interval while the other grids to
be detected in t2 = 5 second interval. Then the importance degree of the grid

AC

aij can be computed by the following formula.
aij =



1/t1

gij ∈ G

1/t2

gij ∈ D − G

(16)

What is more, the corresponding grids set Γ(ni ) can be calculated according
to Eq. 4 when the sensor node ni and grid gij are given. ℘ij (t) and ω(ni , t) can
23
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Figure 4: Targets appearing in the surveillance zone

420

be computed via Eq. 1 and Eq. 5 respectively. According to Eq. 9, we can also
compute the sensor nodes’ awakening probability. In order to evaluate ESQG
in a dense targets environment, we generate the mornitoring targetsrandomly

M

with the number K = {50, 100, 150, 200} respectively and green algae means
outbreak event. The probability targets appearing in G is twice of that in the
425

other location. As shown in Fig. 4, there is a snapshot of 200 targets, which

ED

are generated in our simulation experiment.
In order to verify the effectiveness of our approach ESQG, we also selected

PT

four contrasting methods, named: ConstP, Staffetta, WakeE and ALLe respectively. ConstP method [24]: it uses fixed awakening probability p evaluated in
430

the interval [0,1]. While the perception factor C in ESQG is evaluated in the

CE

interval [0,10]. Staffetta [12]: it can dynamically adapt each node’s wake-up
frequency to its current forwarding cost, so nodes closer to the sink become
more active than nodes farther away. WakeE method [29]: the sensor nodes are

AC

organized into cluster and set their states into sleep/active mode based on their

435

residual energies in each cluster. ALLe method: It makes all the sensors join in

the target detection and all the sensor nodes are always active. Besides, ESQG
scheme without energy balance strategy is called ESQGn method, which can
verify sensing performance of ESQG.
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In order to evaluate the performance of our method, we define metrics as
440

follows. Simulation time: it demonstrates the agility of the system to targets.
Energy: it is defined as the accumulated times of awakening nodes during one
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simulation. Number of failed simulations: it is accumulated to reflect the robustness of the algorithm in the experiment. Lifetime: it is the time when the

energy of the first node is depletion in WSNs. Lifetime is the metrics of energy
445

balance. Standard deviation of residual energy: It reflects the discrete degree
of residual energy of the nodes in networks, and it is another metric of energy
balance among nodes. False positive rate: It is calculated as the ratio between

AN
US

the number of negative events wrongly categorized as positive (false positives)
and the total number of actual negative events. False negative rate: It is calcu450

lated as the ratio between the number of positive events wrongly categorized as
negative (false negatives) and the total number of actual positive events. The
false positive rate and false negative rate are used to measure the performance
of our proposed information fusion scheme.

455

M

In the simulation experiments, the system is initialize by setting the time
t0 = 0. Every grid is set to activity via the sensor node’s awakening probability.

ED

At time t0 + 1, K random targets occur in the surveillance area. When all the
targets are detected the simulation is demonstrated successful and the simulation time t is recorded. If there are still targets that fail to be detected by the

460

PT

time t0 + 5, then the simulation is demonstrated as a failure. Besides, the number of the simulations is set to 30 in the simulation. Let simulation time and

CE

energy usage be the mean value of 30 simulations respectively and the number
of failure simulations be the times of failed simulations in the experiment.

AC

8.2. Experimental results Analysis

465

Because only our method and ConstP have perception factor C or p, we first

make comparison simulation time, energy consumption and failure time of [13]
with that of ConstP method under different C or p. Then, We make comparison
simulation time, energy consumption and failure time of ESQG and ESQGn with
that of ConstP, Staffetta, WakeE and ALLe method under different number of
25
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targets. Thirdly, the Standard deviation of residual energy and lifetime about
470

ESQG and ESQGn methods are compared with that of ConstP, Staffetta,
WakeE and ALLe method. Besides, the false negative rate and false negative rate

discussed.
8.2.1. Comparison with different parameter C or p

CR
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are compared. Finally, the performance of self-adaption of perception factor is

The simulation time, energy cost and failure time of [13] and ConstP method

475

under different C or p are shown in Fig. 5 and 6. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6(a) show

AN
US

that simulation time is attenuating with the increase of perception factor C

and probability p. When C ≥ 2 and p ≥ 0.9, simulation time remains stable
at the value of 6, which means the targets can be detected as soon as they
480

are generated. C indirectly reflects the degree of importance of this simulation
time, which plays a very important role in the simulation. Fig. 5(b) and Fig.
6(b) illustrate that energy usage increases monotonously with perception factor

M

and probability p. Compared to ConstP method, the energy cost of ESQG
is robust to different targets number K. From Fig. 5 (a-b) and Fig. 6 (ab), we can also observe that ConstP method usually costs more energy than

ED

485

ESQG with the same simulation time. Fig. 5 (c) and Fig. 6 (c) show the
relationship of the failure times with perception factor C and p when different

PT

targets numbers are applied. These figures indicate that failure time increases
when either parameter C or p decreases. Meanwhile, its clear that with respect
490

to ConstP method, failure times in ESQG are less affected by the targets number

CE

K, which implies the superior robustness of ESQG.
From the simulation results mentioned above, we can show that the energy

AC

usage is reduced by the decrease of C and p. Besides, the failure times will

increase if the parameter C or p decreases. The simulation time and energy

495

usage will increase through adding targets number K. Thereby, it is vital to

reasonably choose the parameters C according to different applications in order
to ensure the optimizing performance of the system. For the importance of C,
we make a further analysis on the perception factor C.
26
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Figure 5: Simulation time, Energy cost and Failure time with different target numbers of [13]

ED

M

AN
US

under different C

Figure 6: Simulation time, Energy cost and Failure time with different target numbers of

PT

ConstP under different p

8.2.2. Comparison with different number of target (TarN)
We compare our method ESQG and ESQGn with ConstP, Staffetta, WakeE

CE

500

and ALLe method about simulation time, energy consumption and failure time
under different number of targets (TarN=50, TarN=100, TarN=150, TarN=200).

AC

Because simulation time remains stable at the value of 6 according to the analysis of Section 8.1, if C ≥ 2 and p ≥ 0.9, the parameter C in our algorithm is

505

set to 2 and the parameter p in ConstP method is set to 0.9. As shown in Fig.
7, simulation time of ESQG and ESQGn is lower than that of WakeE method.
That is because ESQG and ESQGn considers importance degree of the effective
scope to compute sensor nodes awakening probability, which directly reflects the
27
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Figure 7: Simulation time with different TarN

nodes sensing capability. While WakeE only considers nodes residual energy to
510

wake up sensor nodes. Besides, simulation time of ESQGn is the same to that of
ConstP method for C = 2 and p = 0.9. Fig. 8 shows that the energy consumption of ESQG is less than that of ESQGn, ConstP, Staffetta, WakeE and ALLe

M

methods with different number of targets (TarN=50, TarN=100, TarN=150,
TarN=200) for importance degree, residual energy and dynamic network topology are both considered in ESQG, while ESQGn and ConstP method without

ED
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energy balance scheme. Because WakeE only utilizes sensor nodes residual energy to wake up sensor nodes and can not selects the most important nodes,

PT

it will wake up more sensor nodes than that of ESQG. As shown in Fig. 9,
the number of failure time of ESQG and ESQGn is lower than that of ConstP
and WakeE method. That is because ESQG and ESQGn considers importance

CE

520

degree of the effective scope to compute nodes awakening probability.

AC

8.2.3. Comparison about energy balance
In this section, we make comparison our methods lifetime and standard

deviation of sensor nodes residual energy with that of ConstP, Staffetta,

525

WakeE and ALLe method under different number of target (TarN=50, TarN=100,
TarN=150). We assume the initial energy of each node is 20J. As shown in Fig.
10, 13 and 14, the standard deviation of residual energy for ESQGn, Staffetta,
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Figure 8: Energy consumption with different TarN

ConstP and WakeE at different TarN is bigger than that of ESQG and ALLe.
Thats because ALLe make all the sensor nodes active during each iterations and
530

ESQG has energy balance mechanism. Fig. 15 shows that the lifetime of ESQG

M

is longer than that of other methods for importance degree and residual energy
are both considered in ESQG, while ESQGn and ConstP method without en-

ED

ergy balance scheme. Because WakeE only utilizes sensor nodes residual energy
to wake up sensor nodes and can not selects the most important nodes, it will
535

wake up more sensor nodes than ESQG. Besides, with increase of TarN, the

PT

lifetime of ESQG decrease for the number of active nodes increase. Because
ESQGn and ALLe do not have energy balance schemes and select the most important sensor node during each round, they always use the same nodes and

CE

their lifetime is the same.
From simulation results we can show that ESQG is superior to other four

540

AC

methods in performance. The main reason is that ESQG not only consider the
dynamic network topology and the residual energy of the sensor node but also
utilizes importance degree based scheduling scheme to raise efficiency.
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Figure 9: Failure time with different TarN

Figure 10: Standard deviation of the residual energy when TarN=50

CE

8.2.4. False positive rate and false negative rate
In this section, in order to evaluate the performance of our information fu-

545

sion scheme, we will make comparison our method with traditional methods

AC

including ConstP, Staffetta, WakeE and ALLe about false positive rate and
false negative rate. As shown in Fig. 11, because ESQG and ESQGn consider
the dynamic network and importance difference of the surveillance area com-

550

prehensively, they have lower false positive rate than that of other traditional
methods. While because ESQGn has energy balance scheme, it does not con-
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Figure 11: False positive rate

Figure 12: False negative rate

CE

sider the real fusion weight of the sensor node than that of ESQG. Thus its has
lower higher false positive rate than that of ESQG. Because ConstP method does
not consider the difference of sensor nodes fusion weight, which are the same
for different sensor nodes, it has higher false positive rate than that of other

AC

555

methods. Besides, although ALLe also has the same fusion weight for different
sensor nodes, it has lower false positive rate than that of ConstP, Staffetta, and
WakeE method, that is because all the sensor node are active for ALLe method
and get more information about the target.

560

Similarly, as shown in Fig.12, ESQG and ESQGn have lower false negative
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rate than that of ConstP, Staffetta and WakeE methods which do not consider
the effect on information fusion weight about the dynamic network and importance difference of the surveillance area. While because ConstP method does

565
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not consider the difference of sensor nodes fusion weight, which are the same
for different sensor nodes, it has higher false negative rate than that of other
methods.
8.2.5. Self-adaption of perception factor

As what has been mentioned above, Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) show that C value

570
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determines the accuracy of the algorithm (ESQG) to a great extent. C was set
to a definite value in above simulation, but in practical use, it is not accurate.
The main reasons are as follows: firstly, the perception factor value should
be changing with the change of external environment. Set Blue-green Algae

Bloom on Lake Tai as an example: when the algae from the quiet period into
algae bloom period, the perception factor value should have a certain change.
Secondly, the initial value of C may not set correctly. Usually C is the parameter

M

575

chosen by experimentation and experience, which means the accuracy of the

ED

initial value of C may be a wrong choice. So we introduce an adaptive process
of perception factor C which can be calculated by Eq. 8. C firstly is the
parameter chosen by experimentation and experience, then start to carry out
self-adaption to match the actual situation, and automatically change according

PT

580

to the detected data. Dynamic change of C value can well avoid mistakes due to
human factors, adapt to effects of environmental changes, and response timely.

CE

New Simulation Environment In order to simplify the simulation, we

change the environment as follows in Fig. 16. The content in the Fig. 16 is
similar to the one in Fig. 4, such as the target number, the Voronoi model,

AC

585

except for the importance location. We change the importance location to
simulate possible changes in reality and to test whether the perception factor
C can provide appropriate adaptive process to the algorithm. The probability
targets appearing in G (the importance location) is also twice of that in the

590

other location, and have 200 targets generated in our simulation.
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Figure 13: Standard deviation of the residual energy when TarN=100

Figure 14: Standard deviation of the residual energy when TarN=150

CE

The initial setup of C value in the simulation is 1.8. We use the first simulation environment (Fig. 4) before seventh simulation time, and after that, we
start using the new one (Fig. 16) to observe the changing process of perception

AC

factor C and test the stability of the system.

595

Results Analysis We draw a curve graph to record C changing process

between the two simulations for better observation: According to Fig. 17, the
initial value of C is 1.8, which is obviously a wrong estimation. In the first
scenario, test point is located in the non-key area, whose C value is about 0.23
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Figure 15: Lifetime (iteration rounds) in different TarN

PT

Figure 16: New targets appearing in the surveillance zone

which can be calculated with Eq. 9. While in the seventh simulation, we changed
the scene into Fig. 16, where the test point is exactly located in the key area,

CE
600

and the C value increased to 0.46, which showed a good self-adaptive function

AC

of ESQG. Meanwhile, with the self-adaption of C, the algorithm can avoid the
errors brought by environmental changes and human factors, and correct the
initial value error and adapt to environmental changes.

605

From simulation results above we can draw the following conclusions: Adap-

tive perception factor C method can be well matched with ESQG. It solves
problems caused by experience evaluation and gives C a chance for correction.
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Figure 17: The adaptive process of value C

And it can let ESQG flexibly adapt to the environmental change. However, a
compromise is time sacrifice. It needs to sacrifice some delay time to ensure
self-adaption, and analyze the results, then make responses after one entire de-

M

610

tection. But compared with the environmental change time, this delay time is

ED

quite short, therefore it just has little influence on the overall function.

9. Conclusions

615

PT

In this paper, we propose the ESQG scheme for information fusion to save
network resources through considering dynamic network topology and different

CE

importance degrees of blue-green algae surveillance locations. In the scheme,
importance degree is introduced to reflect the different importance of the grids
in the surveillance zone. Combined with the difference of surveillance zones

AC

importance degree and dynamic network topology, it is used to calculate the

620

awakening probability which determines the modes of the sensor nodes. Then
node importance based Information fusion is conducted to improve target detection performance. Besides, an adaptive process of perception factor C is
proposed to match actual situation, and automatically change according to the
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detected data. Thus a compromise is achieved between energy cost and system
625

agility. Our conducted green algae surveillance simulation results show that our
approach is robust and energy-efficient. Simulation results also suggest that

maintaining high reliability in surveillance.
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